### PRODUCT INFORMATION
- **TYPE OF PRODUCT**: Window shades
- **COMPANY NAME**: The Shade Store
- **PRODUCT/COLLECTION NAME**: Roller shades, solar shades, roman shades, woven wood shades, XL pleated shades, wood blinds, drapery, panel systems, XL vertical, and hardware
- **DESCRIPTION**: Custom shades, blinds, and drapery

### MATERIAL FEEDSTOCK
- **MATERIAL CONTENT**: Eco-friendly material providers. See individual fabric sample for specifics.
- **RECYCLED CONTENT %**: See individual fabric sample for specifics.
- **RAPIDLY RENEWABLE CONTENT %**: Eco-friendly Woven Woods include sustainable natural grasses, reeds, and bamboo that are rapidly renewable.
- **HARMFUL ADDITIVES**: Roller Shades are approved by the International Oeko-Tex Association, which tests textile products for harmful substances and human ecological safety.
- **HARMFUL EMISSIONS**: Solar Shades are Greenguard and Microban certified.
- **EMISSION STRENGTH OVER TIME**: Minimal for Solar Shades
- **TREATMENTS**: See individual fabric samples for specifics.

### MANUFACTURING
- **MANUFACTURING PROCESS**: Many of our Roman Shade / Drapery fabrics are made from natural materials using only Azo-Free Dye Stuff. Every window treatment is custom designed to exact specifications. Vertically integrated workroom allows for producing with an unprecedented quality control.
- **HARMFUL EMISSIONS**: N/A
- **LOCATION OF MANUF. PLANT**: Mt. Vernon, NY
- **3RD PARTY CERTIFICATION**: Solar Shade and Chilewich Materials have received Greenguard certification. Roller Shades are approved by Oeko-Tex Assoc.

### INSTALLATION
- **INSTALLATION PROCEDURE**: Step by step directions for measuring and installing the treatments for do-it-yourselfers. National network of certified professionals available.
- **INSTALLATION ADHESIVES**: N/A
- **UNIT COST**: Customized and available online
- **LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS EXTRATION**: Fabric durability varies with selection.
- **END OF SERVICE LIFE**: Some fabric selections can be recycled.

### MISC. PROPERTIES
- **QUALITIES/PROPERTIES OF PRODUCT**: High quality fabric selection available.
- **MISC. COMMENTS**: Manufactured in the USA.
- **CONTRIBUTION TO LEED POINTS**: Some fabrics may contribute to MR 4-6

### COMPANY PROFILE
- **GREEN PHILOSOPHY**: They only work with textile partners who are committed to eco-friendly practices
- **CONTACT**: http://www.theshadestore.com/showroom

### MAINTENANCE
- **AFTER INSTALLATION**: Limited lifetime warranty